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the third season begins with lelouch and suzaku's victory over the black knights. as the two return to
ashford, they are greeted by two girls who they assume to be nunnally and c.c.. however, they are

revealed to be a clone of c. and nunnally, created by vileth. this revelation immediately changes the
nature of the remainder of the series, as zero attempts to maintain the illusion of his geass' power to
maintain the world's stability. lelouch begins to question the true nature of his geass and the identity

of the world's ultimate enemy, the black knights. he resolves to pursue a way to bring down the
black knights, while at the same time, kallen proceeds to take down the entire organization. before

kallen's rebellion is fully understood, vileth unveils a new geass, one that will bring more suffering to
the world than his previous geass: death's hand. lelouch's life is suddenly upended when he receives

a video clip of his mother's death. lelouch is shocked at the news, but is quickly brought back to
reality as vileth reveals that the main antagonist of the series is a clone named vileth, who was

created in order to test lelouch's geass power. vileth creates a clone of c.c., which is then used to
manipulate nunnally and rolo into believing that they were c. and nunnally. once the deception is

complete, vileth uses the video clip to manipulate lelouch into thinking that his geass was the power
that killed his mother, and thus, the power that destroyed the world. having realized that the black
knights are the real threat, lelouch vows to destroy them, while kallen continues to take down the
organization. suzaku is revealed to be the true leader of the black knights, who joins lelouch in his
fight against the organization, despite the fact that he was only using them to uncover his identity.
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